In response to COVID-19 Academy has implemented the following safety measures to promote the health and safety of our customers and employees:

- Employees must submit their daily health screen before the start of each workday
- Passengers and drivers must always wear a mask when on board the bus
- Passengers and drivers make efforts, if possible, to social distance when onboard, entering or exiting the bus
- Passengers should seat themselves with social distancing in mind, whenever possible
- The first row of seats behind the driver may not be open for passengers
- Academy employees are provided appropriate PPE, including masks, to adhere to CDC recommendations which may be updated as guidance evolves
- Provide sanitizing wipes for passengers and drivers to use (subject to market availability)
- We are practicing social distancing and additional cleaning protocols at all our facilities

Academy has implemented an updated daily bus cleaning and disinfecting process including:

- Utilizing an EPA List N approved disinfectant chemical
- The wiping down of all high touch surfaces or use of interior disinfectant fogger
- Mopping the floor
- Wiping down the restroom
- Applying EPA List N chemical mist to all surfaces via pump sprayer or fogger

A detailed video about the process can be viewed on our YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/academybus

Reminders from the Centers for Disease Control:

- There is currently no vaccine to prevent COVID-19
- The best prevention is to not be exposed to the virus
- Stay home if you feel sick
- Avoid contact with people who are sick
- Frequently wash your hands with soap for at least 20 seconds
- If soap and water are not readily available use an alcohol-based (at least 60% alcohol) hand sanitizer
- Regularly clean high tough surfaces with standard household cleaning spray or wipes

Visit www.cdc.gov for more information.

Waiver of Liability/Assumption of Risk: The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has been declared a worldwide pandemic by the World Health Organization. COVID-19 is reported to be contagious. The state of medical knowledge is limited and evolving, but the virus is believed to spread from person-to-person contact and possibly by contact with contaminated surfaces and objects or in the air. People reportedly can be infected and show no symptoms and therefore spread the disease. The exact methods of spread and contraction are unknown, and there is no known treatment, cure, or vaccine for COVID-19, at this time. Evidence has shown that COVID-19 can cause serious and potentially life-threatening illness and even death.

Despite significant efforts to regularly clean the bus and take appropriate measures to mitigate the presence of, or exposure to the COVID-19 virus, Academy cannot prevent you [or your child(ren), family and guests] from becoming exposed to, contracting, or spreading COVID-19 while utilizing Academy’s services or premises. It is not possible to prevent against the presence of the disease at all times and actual presence of the virus is an unknown. Anyone, anywhere, can contract, carry, or spread the virus at any time or place. A bus is a public space and subject to the conditions thereof and Academy and its employees assume no responsibility to police/enforce passenger compliance as to passenger mitigation efforts (wearing masks, distancing, following CDC guidelines) and/or state/federal executive orders, regulation, law or guidance. Therefore, if you choose to utilize Academy’s services and/or enter onto/into Academy’s premises or buses, you assume any/all risk of contracting or spreading COVID-19 or any other communicable disease.

Academy encourages all passengers to wear proper face/breathing protection, follow CDC guidance and bring their own personal protective equipment (disinfectant, face masks, protective gloves, etc.)
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